Optional Homework Calendar

! Monday
!
!

Tuesday

Name: ___________________

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Learn how to tie
shoelaces. If you
already know how, tie
them for someone else.

Write a sentence or two
using the word little.
Put a finger space after
each word.

Write a capital and
Read these numbers Count the ornaments
lowercase Ll three
on your Christmas tree.
to a parent:
times, each time saying
0, 7, 9, 11, 2, 5, 6,
the sound it makes.

Think of at least three
words that rhyme with
dog. Make a list.

Write a sentence or two
using the word me. Put
a capital letter at the
beginning of each
sentence.

Write a capital and
lowercase Mm three
times, each time saying
the sound it makes.

Segment these words
(some have 3 sounds,
some have 4, don’t be
tricked!): dog, cat, fun,
drop, shop, this, land,
happy, soup, stop.

Write a sentence or two
using the word are. Put
a period at the end of
each sentence.

Write a capital and
Read these words to a
lowercase Nn three
parent: we, see, a,
times, each time saying
can, to, the, I like,
the sound it makes.

Think of at least three
words that rhyme with
snow. Make a list.

Write a thank you letter
for Santa and leave it
out for him on
Christmas Eve. Be sure
to sign it.

Write each letter of the
alphabet while saying
the sound each letter
makes. Write your
name with one capital
and the rest lowercase.

How tall is your
Christmas tree? Is it
taller or shorter than
you?

Play a game with family Read these words to a
members using dice or parent: Christmas,
cards with numbers.
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10, 3, 1, 4, 8, 10.

Go grocery shopping.
Choose three different
types of fruit and
compare their sizes.
Which is biggest and
which is smallest?

is, dog, cat, big.

Mommy, Daddy,
little, me, are,
play, have, go.

Have a parent say 5
numbers between 0-19,
and you write them
down.

Read a Christmas
storybook, or watch a
Christmas movie with
your family. Retell the
story in your own
words.

Record the
Count to 100 by 10’s.
temperature outside
Count to 100 by 1’s.
every day for 1 week.
Put the temperatures in
order from lowest to
highest.
Write the numbers
0-20, with your best
handwriting.

Do a winter activity:
sledding, skating,
skiing, etc. Write a
descriptive sentence or
two about it.
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